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Standard Life Aberdeen needs to cut costs after
losing deal with Lloyds, says Barclays
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261.1p
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£6367.97M
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Standard Life Aberdeen PLC (LON:SLA) continues to face challenges as it
seeks to deliver on the objectives of its 2017 merger, according to Barclays.
In a note to clients on UK asset managers, Barclays downgraded its stance on
SLA to 'equal weight' from 'overweight' and removed it as a "top pick".
The bank also cut its target price to 295p from 338p.
READ: Lloyds not entitled to end £100bn asset management deal with
Standard Life Aberdeen, tribunal rules
"While there remains clear potential for the business and a significant amount
of value unrealised in its balance sheet, we struggle to see either of these
elements being realised in the next 12 months despite the recent management
adjustments," Barclays said.
Barclays said the successful delivery of potential from strategic options could
offer meaningful upside to the share price but it remains cautious over the
achievement.
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Key areas of that potential include: improving the investment performance,
refreshing the product range, profiting from a stake in Phoenix, realising value
from the UK financial platform market, further cost cuts, crystallisation of value
from India assets and effectively managing excess capital.

www.standardlife.com

Company Synopsis:

However, Barclays said outflows continue to weigh on SLA's key metrics due to
performance issues in historically important products.
Barclays believes SLA will need to make further cost cuts following the loss of
a asset management contract with Lloyds Banking Group PLC (LON:LLOY).
Lloyds and its Scottish Widows pension business last year announced plans to
pull assets worth £100mln from SLA.
On SLA's relationship with Phoenix, Barclays said the company has a "clear
ability to benefit from further development at Phoenix through the value
creation of its stake and the additional assets that could arise from Phoenix's
business development".
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Standard Life Aberdeen plc is a leading
global investment company. We have
operations in 50 locations worldwide and
employ around 9,000 people. We are
dedicated to helping our clients and
customers invest for their future. Our
expertise and resource enables us to offer
a wide range of investment solutions and
services designed to meet their needs
today, tomorrow and for the longer term.
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Last year, SLA offloaded its insurance arm, Standard Life Assurance, to Phoenix for £3.28mln, as part of a strategy to
streamline the business after Standard Life and Aberdeen merged. As part of the deal, SLA took a 20% stake in
Phoenix.
However, Barclays said the potential scale of the benefit of the relationship between SLA and Phoenix remains
uncertainty.
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Following the disposal of Standard Life Assurance, the group has been reconfiguring its balance sheet but Barclays
said the process remains ongoing with the exact level of excess capital at SLA continuing to fluctuate.
"Simplifying and cleaning up the balance sheet would provide greater comfort over the dividend per share yield and the
future resources of the business."
Barclays also noted that SLA's plan to adjust its product range remains a work in progress.
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors is a publisher and is not registered with or authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). You understand and agree that no content
published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the
position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and agree that
at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price and other
data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such calculations are
guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective,
may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
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